Frequently asked questions about Low Level Laser Therapy
Why should I choose the RianCorp LTU-904 Laser or Thor LX2 104 Diode LED?
The LTU-904 laser has been successfully used in a randomised double blind trial looking at the use of
lasers in treating lymphoedema. It is a small, portable hand-held unit, which is easy to use on smaller
areas of fibrosis and is suitable as a portable unit for patients to self- treat under the supervision of
trained staff. Although the LED probe is not a laser as it uses light emitting diode for light therapy both
are classed as cold laser as it will not burn you or raise the skin temperature.
The LTU-904 is fully CE marked and classified as a ‘Class One Laser’, meaning that no eye protection is
needed by either the therapist or the patient.
The Thor LX2 with 104 LED cluster is classified as a class 1 laser. However, the light is visible and flashes.
As low frequency flashing visible light (<30Hz) can trigger seizures in 5% of epilepsy patients, safety
goggles should be worn where epilepsy or sensitivity to flashing light is apparent
(www.epilepsysociety.org.uk).
How does the laser work?
The laser targets individual cells that are not working correctly and re-energises them to work more
effectively. This helps to reduce fibrous tissue and promote uptake into the lymphatics, meaning that
the swelling becomes softer and there may be a reduction in limb volume.
What happens during treatment?
You will need to remove any clothing from the area to be treated. The laser needs to be in direct contact
with the skin, without any creams or lotions. Several areas, 2cm apart, will be treated for approximately
1 minute at each point, with total treatment time varying from between 10 to 30 minutes.
When using the Thor LX2 104 LED cluster probe, the probe will need to be placed in direct contact with
the skin or very slightly above. The probe covers an area of 10cm and should be placed over the area for
1 minute each area. The unit is set so that the probe switches itself off after 1 minute of treatment;
therefore the button on the top of the probe will need to be pressed on in each position. Overall
treatment time will be dependent on the area to be covered.

How does it feel?
Laser therapy doesn’t hurt - in fact most people don’t feel anything. Some people report a tingling
feeling to the skin.
The LED probe does generate slight heat, however this is not transferred to the cell not affecting the cell
response to therapy Patients have reported warmth in the area when using this probe, if this is
uncomfortable the probe can be placed above the skin and not directly on it
How often is treatment needed?
Ideally, laser or LED treatment should be carried out daily although 3 times a week for 2-3 weeks is also
effective. After this, treatment is reduced to weekly, then fortnightly, then monthly sessions. Monthly
session may need to continue for a while and future top up sessions may be required as part of
maintenance therapy

How long does it take to work?
You may notice an immediate effect after the first treatment. More commonly, people report a gradual
improvement over 1-6 weeks, with many seeing improvement by day 4 or week 2 of treatment, this
improvement should continue. However, research shows that the benefits are most often felt 3 months
after beginning treatment. If there is little or no improvement after three months treatment should be
stopped.
Does laser therapy work for everyone?
Unfortunately not, the therapist will evaluate treatment and response. If there are no changes after 3
months laser therapy may not be the best treatment option.
Is it safe to use the laser when having cancer treatment?
The advice is not to treat with the laser over active cancer sites. However low level laser therapy is
currently being used to treat oral mucositis during chemotherapy and radiotherapy. You should discuss
all treatments with the Oncologist before commencing a new regime. If all cancer treatment has
stopped then laser therapy may be suitable.
Does the laser work for primary as well as secondary lymphoedema?
The research was carried out on secondary lymphoedema but several therapists and patients have
reported benefits from the LTU-904 laser on primary lymphoedema. Anecdotal evidence from practice
suggests that treatment with the Thor LED 104 cluster probe or the LTU 904 can help to soften fibrotic
areas in this group of patients
Does laser therapy work well with other lymphoedema treatment?
Yes, laser therapy works well in conjunction with other aspects of care, such as compression therapy and
manual lymphatic drainage.
How do I document the dose of treatment I give
The Thor LX2 LED is calibrated to deliver a dose of 3J/cm² and will be set to deliver a maximum dose of
60 seconds at 2.5Hz. (0.0025 KHz)
The Rian Corp laser will give 1.5J/ cm² over 60 seconds at a pulse of 5 kHz when on the Hi setting.
Although from the above it seems as though the LX2 may give a bigger dose per cm² the power density
and pulse are lower giving a less powerful dose than the Rian Corp. This can lead to problems when
documenting treatment dose and when conducting research.
It is important to document your treatment as follows as dose is subject to treatment time, wavelength,
power density and pulse.

Thor 104 Cluster
probe
Rian Corp

Time in
Seconds
60
60

Wavelength
56 x 660nm
48 x 850nm
1 x 904nm

Average Power
Density
100 mW pcm²
5 mW P cm²

Pulse Frequency
2.5 Hz (0.0025
KHz)
5 KHz

